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At the same time, the doors to the car behind opened as well.

Gordon wore the same mask and led his men out of the car.

The two groups instantly surrounded Iris's car.

"Damn it! These people are after us!" Iris paled as she realized that this was a planned kidnap.

"Iris, call Leon right now!" Snow urged.

Both Iris and Snow immediately took out their phones to call Leon for help, and Iris was the first to reach Leon.

As soon as the call was answered, Seth and Gordon arrived by car and Seth slammed his fist against the car window.

"Baam!"

The window shattered under the impact, sending pieces of glass flying, i

Snow and Iris gasped in shock and immediately fired up their true power to shield themselves from the shattered glass.

Seth then reached inside and opened the car door by force.

"Who are you people? What do you want?" Iris snapped out of it and roared.

"What do you think? Isn't this obvious? Miss Young, you have one chance. Get out of the car on your own, or we drag you out!"

Seth sneered and lowered his voice on purpose.

"Save yourself the trouble! We'll get out on our own!" Iris said coldly, before stepping out of the car with Snow.

Seth moved swiftly and sealed Iris's power, while Gordon stepped forward to do the same to Snow.

Before he could do so, what happened next caught him by surprise.

"Cowards! Let's see some faces!" Snow took advantage of the chance and reached out to grab the mask on Gordon's face.

Since she used to date Gordon, she was familiar with his figure and mannerism.

Though half of Gordon's face was covered by the mask, Snow already guessed his identity and simply wanted to confirm her

belief.

Gordon was stunned at her sudden movement as he did not expect Snow to attack all of a sudden.

However, since he was already in the Intermediate Overlord State, his power surpassed that of Snow by miles.

He simply backed away and reached out to push her hand aside, before making a sharp turn to grab her by the shoulder and

jabbing her compression point to seal her power with the other hand.

"That was close!" Gordon sighed a breath of relief, but his heart instantly sank when he heard what Snow said the next instant.
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